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Life Resumes at Forty 
 
It was forty years ago that Dreamstreets came into existence, right out of a refuse 
bin. It’s a true and long story, oft repeated, and maybe you’ve heard it and we 
won’t repeat it again. For this Dreamstreets #55 issue our stalwarts are here: 
Poetry from Douglas Morea, Franetta McMillian and Phillip Bannowsky. Here 
also are some poems from one of Dreamstreets’ founders, Lew Bennett, with some 
accompanying reminiscence. Reminiscence also comes from Caroline Ailanthus, 
who is Douglas Morea’s older daughter and who grew up with Dreamstreets. 

  
I’ve taken the liberty of supplying the cover art 
for Dreamstreets #55 with a painting I did back in 
1961. I’ve since titled it “Teddy Bear with a 
Rifle.” I remember showing it, the oil paint still a 
little tacky, to my friend Paul Apel, who was 
kind of like the neighborhood beatnik and who 
had a great cultural influence on me. I 
remember his first comment was, “You’ve 
started from the inside out.” One of only three 
photos I have of Paul is on the left. 

   
 Speaking of art, in this issue is the next in our continuing series from 
Nancy Carol Willis about the Delaware artist William D. White, this time some of 
his naturalist work influenced by Japanese sensibilities. We also have some art 
and poetry from e. jean lanyon, Delaware Poet Laureate Emeritus. 
 Adding to the artwork in this issue is some graphic art from the whacky 
world and mind of George Stewart, and a single visual from Franetta McMillian, 
which accompanies her literary contribution. 
 Also in this issue is poetry from Auset Marian Lewis and Jeffrey Little, 
both of whom are no strangers to Dreamstreets. We also publish what will 
probably be the final selection of poetry from the late poet William Manchester. 
 Finally, included is this issue is some short prose from Beverly Andrus, a 
rare piece of prose fiction from Arabella S. Bianco, and a new piece of fiction 
from yours truly. 

–– Steven Leech 
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Lew Bennett		

This series of chronological vignettes describes the life of a man before he enters history.  
I started this series of connected poems during a stay in Vermont in 1977 and finished in 
within a year.  It was during this time that John Hickey, several others and I started 
Dreamstreets at the dining room table of a group house at 9th and Franklin Street.  At first 
I wanted to call it Streetdreams, vulgar Marxist that I was.  John convinced me to go 
with Dreamstreets.  That name, I believe, fit our group of members of the psychedelic ‘60s 
as we entered our thirties better than my original suggestion. Parts of this manuscript 
were read at the Dreamstreets readings at Bob Davis’ house and other locations.   	
 Revisiting “Bronstein” over thirty-five years later, I was inclined to leave it as it 
was. My brother Steve, another Dreamstreets contributor, suggested some editing.  After 
one reading, I knew it needed both editing and rewriting which was done during the 
first five months of 2015.	

XXXVII 

  night time a cemetery 

  snow on the ground 

  a meeting 

  he handed someone handbills 

  for workers at the mill 

  deep snow the moon was shining 

 

  he was arrested in the January raids 

  with two hundred others 

  one tried suicide 

  another went insane 

  a night of snow in the old cemetery 

  a night he was informed on 
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XXXIX 

over the years 

of his life 

he would spend time 

in twenty prisons 

straw bread lice 

the cell  always cold 

always alone 

always hungry 

always scratching lice 
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XLIV 

“the reflection of gold seemed to hover about the river”  L.B. 

 

   in winter 

   fifty five below zero 

   during summer 

   black flies bit 

   a cow to death 

   people not doing  

much better 

autumn and spring 

roads buried in mud 

all year round cockroaches 

on their faces during sleep 

he read with one hand 

brushing cockroaches 

off the pages 
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XLV 

 

   some gave up hope some gave up 

   some started drinking 

   some became despite over gone lovers 

   some learned a trade 

   some sat picking lice from their beards 

   some argued politics 

   some wrote newspaper articles 

   some sighed 

   some finally went home 

   some sat staring at walls  

   but all the exile communities 

   contained the graves of suicides 
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XLVIII 

 

   the vastness of the wilderness 

   keeps the police from finding escapees 

   the vastness of the wilderness 

   swallows a man in endless forests 

   leaving him to freeze or starve 

 

   among the peasants and northern tribesmen 

   some for drink or money 

   would turn an escapee in 

   some for drink or money 

   would help a man escape 

 

   times shift now this way now that 

   he would escape 

   he waited 

   he watched for a chance 
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Dreamstreets, of Course 
Caroline Ailanthus 
This year is Dreamstreets’ 40th anniversary. It’s also mine. As my Dad pointed out 
when he invited me to write for this issue, the main reason I wasn’t invited to 
contribute to the first one is that I was busy being a fetus at the time. 40 years is a 
long time for a small-scale literary magazine to persist, and while it’s not that old 
for a 21st-century American human, I find my oncoming birthday surprising, too. 
The mind seems to have trouble catching up to these sorts of changes, and there 
are days I can hardly believe I’m a grown-up, much less that I’ve been one for 
almost twenty years. 
 A few days ago, I attended a party at my mother’s house. Crowds of well-
dressed grown-ups mingled and chatted over finger-food and drinks, filling 
small, attractive rooms to capacity. A line of small children wove through the 
press on business of their own, and I had a sudden moment of disoriented 
recognition—wasn’t one of those children supposed to be me? 
 Back when I was elbowing my way among tall people at parties, the tall 
people in question were probably discussing the next issue of Dreamstreets, or 
maybe the latest poetry reading. 
 My Dad is Douglas Morea. You’ll know the name if you’ve been a regular 
reader. To the extent that my Dad had a “crowd” in those years, Newark’s poetry 
scene was it, and on its edge and at its feet (and sometimes underfoot, I suspect) 
was me. Our family friends were mostly poets, and most of the social events my 
parents brought me to were either poetry readings or in some other way related 
to local literature and art (and politics).  
 Starting when I was eight, I wrote poems, too. I don’t know if I wrote 
because of my Dad and his friends—he never pushed me to write, though he did, 
later, push me to read my work publicly. Instead, poetry-writing was a school 
assignment, and I simply took to it. Would I have done so if I hadn’t been 
surrounded by poets and poetry already? That’s impossible to answer. As an 
adult, I mostly write (and read) prose, but I suspect there are still some verses in 
my future. Who knows why we do what we do, and how much our early 
circumstances have to do with it? 
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 At the very least, it’s fair to say that Dreamstreets, and the various other 
creative projects of that “crowd,” ensured that I’d always know the literary life 
was an option, that I’d always consider poetry valid and important. 
 I should next expend several paragraphs reminiscing about Dreamstreets 
itself, the way one tells stories about the guest of honor at a retirement roast or, 
perhaps, a wedding. A toast, long and rambling, as might be considered 
appropriate for a literary zine. But I confess to difficulty. See, I know 
comparatively little about the magazine itself. 
 What I know is that among my earlier memories is seeing bound piles of 
Dreamstreets issues on the living room floor, awaiting distribution. They were 
pink, and resembled newspapers, unless my memory deceives me, which it 
could. I remember there being multiple Dreamstreets differentiated by number 
(Dreamstreets 2, Dreamstreets 3), but not how many numbers there were or how 
often they occurred. Then there weren’t any for a while, and instead the “scene” 
centered on radio broadcasts and poetry readings. Local literature became a 
thing of voices, not of written words. Years passed. 
 Then, as I approached adolescence, Dreamstreets was back, coming out 
eight times a year, each issue named for the appropriate sabbat (Imbolg, Ostara, 
Beltane, etc.), a photocopied assemblage of poetry and short fiction, sometimes 
by people I knew, sometimes not. I read those issues. There was some good stuff 
in there. 
 I approached Steve Leech once or twice about maybe submitting 
something, but none of what I wrote in those days was a good fit, and I did not 
yet have the trick of adjusting my work to suit the venue. Then I went away into 
adult life, mostly far away from Newark, Delaware. 
 The thing is that it’s possible to be entirely familiar with a thing and yet 
know little about it. Why ask questions about the ordinary and the ubiquitous? 
How was Dreamstreets organized, before it started coming eight times per year? 
Were the radio shows and the readings properly part of Dreamstreets, too, or 
were they unrelated projects that simply involved the same people? Why was 
Dreamstreets started in the first place, and whose idea was it? What became of the 
magazine after I left town? I never asked at the time. 
 I can ask now, of course. By the time this anniversary issue goes to print, 
I’ll probably have answers to all those questions. But for now, I want to write this 
piece on my memories of Dreamstreets, gaps and inaccuracies included. You don’t 
need me to write a well-researched historical essay, after all. Any writer could do 
that. 
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 You need me to tell you what growing up with Dreamstreets was like. 
 There is a way in which the incidental details of childhood can take on 
archetypal proportions. When you’re busy creating the basic conceptual 
categories into which you will later sort your life, the fact that your father’s t-
shirt is white seems of equal importance to the blueness of the sky. First 
impressions of Planet Earth. In time, you determine which is truly universal 
truth and which is transient and local, but some hint of the old understanding 
lingers. 
 Approaching 40, I know that what my Dad calls “our local lit rag” is not 
of universal or even national importance, except perhaps by some indirect, 
butterfly-effect magic. I cannot even say that Dreamstreets had a formative 
influence upon me, or that it set me on some important personal path. Maybe it 
did, maybe it didn’t. I’m a professional writer now, but maybe I would have 
been anyway. I don’t, and can’t, know. 
 But now, and probably forever, for adults to talk of literature and art and 
vaguely leftist politics is normal to me. Of course, creative endeavor is a 
reasonable organizing principle of a social group. Of course, poetry, shared 
locally, and simply as a labor of love, is a worthy and important validation of 
humanity. Of course, intellectual and artistic rigor can merge seamlessly with 
play. 
 Of course, there is Dreamstreets. 
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Auset Marian Lewis 
 
Where Do Dreams Go to Die 
 
where do dreams go to die 
in the pale crumpled pages of 
literary critics who smear 
their talents in public spaces 
where people believe what 
they’re told and bow down 
to conformity and bet on 
art that is laughing at them 
a giggle, a murmer, a clean 
scrubbed lie in the face 
of truth in dark robes 
judging nonetheless 
 
where do dreams go to die 
in the back rooms of 
men posing as saviors 
shuffling their money 
around on golf courses 
littered with deceit 
the wet grass less green 
than we think, fake 
turf for unrepentant 
sinners, trees mock 
the birds cringe 
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where do dreams go to die 
in political elections where 
the only choice is revolution 
but then who will pay for 
the children’s education 
and pave the roads and 
grow jobs and send men 
to carnage overseas 
what then? 

where do dreams go to die 
in minds gasping because 
the air is toxic and 
what is before naked eyes 
hurts in places that are new 
unconquered until now; 
I turn on the TV and wait 
until the game comes on 
football, baseball, who 
wants to be a millionaire 
because there are rules 
that make sense 
so that I can go to sleep 
in a night violet and tender 

that has been betrayed 



Untitled (woodland boulders), 

n.d., ink & pencil on toned paper.

Spring Torrent, c1957, 30x40, oil on canvas. 

William D White: 
The Aesthetics of Natural Objects 
By Nancy Carol Willis 

Both artworks displayed on this page depict granite 

boulders from the piedmont woodlands near William D. 

White’s home in north Wilmington, Delaware. They 

reflect White’s fascination with nature closely observed. 

In Spring Torrent (below), the title and the emerging 

skunk cabbage plants inform the viewer that the season 

is early springtime. White pulls the viewer in close to 

view snow melt cascading over rocks in swirling eddies 

while trapping debris along the shoreline. The water, 

brown from churned-up sediment, contrasts against the 

light gray rocks. The largest boulder is centrally placed, 

anchoring an asymmetrically balanced design.  
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Untitled, (iron ore geodes) n.d., 8.5x11, mixed media on paper.

In the drawing of stacked boulders (top, previous page), White describes their texture and 

geometric structure in depth. In both of these compositions, White crops out the background 

landscape, compressing space into a shallow depth of field. The rocks in both artworks appear 

stacked onto vertical planes rather than receding into space. 

White may have adapted the Japanese concept of aesthetic simplicity for his representations of 

natural objects. He admired Japanese architecture, landscaped gardens, and woodblock prints. 

(See the end of the article for sources). 

For example, the concept of Kanso 

refers to simplicity by eliminating 

the clutter. Clarity can be achieved 

by omitting the non-essential or, in 

White’s drawings, the background 

context. The seashells and rocks in 

these drawings are arranged as if 

they were floating in space.  

The Japanese concept of Fukinsei 

describes asymmetrical balance 

achieved through irregularity 

within a composition. Note in 

Shells from Nancy (left) how White 

balances the title in the upper right 

with his signature in the lower left. 
Shells from Nancy, c1964, pencil and ink on paper. 
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According to the principle of Shibui/Shibumi, beauty is achieved through understatement; 

compositions should demonstrate an elegant simplicity. The drawings of seashells and iron ore 

geodes appear quite natural, as if White spread the objects onto his table and drew them where 

they lay. However, a key difference between Japanese and Western design is the concept of Ma, 

or negative space. Western art uses terms such as figure and ground, or positive and negative 

space to describe the objects against their background, often referred to as “empty space.” In 

Japanese design the Ma is viewed more like dynamic open space. A close look suggests that 

William D. White did not randomly place his objects. Instead, he carefully arranged them in 

terms of size, orientation, overlap, and whether they “bleed” off of the page. He considered the 

background as an active component of the overall design.  

Compare William D. White’s 

lyrical colored pencil drawing of 

milkweed with the adjacent 

Japanese woodblock print for 

their design similarities: elegant 

simplicity, asymmetry, omitting 

the non-essential, and treating 

the background as an integral 

part of the overall composition. 

Sources: 

7 Japanese aesthetic principles to change your thinking, by Garr Reynolds, September 7, 2009, retrieved from 

http://www.presentationzen.com/presentationzen/2009/09/exposing-ourselves-to-traditional-japanese-aesthetic-

ideas-notions-that-may-seem-quite-foreign-to-most-of-us-is-a-goo.html.   

5 Essential Japanese Design Principles, by Robert Jarrell, n.d., retrieved from http://blog.grio.com/2016/03/5-essential-

japanese-design-principles.html.  

Shells from Nancy, c1964, 11x8.5, ink & graphite on paper.

Hercules Powder Company,  

The Paper Maker, 1956 vol.2, cover.
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e. jean lanyon
swift spring

too soon the leaves fill out
disguising trunks and limbs. 
too soon the forest floor 
rises green, softens shadows, 
secrets the busy ground.  
i long for slower change, 
for time to muse upon the light 
and colors, the nuances 
of each time of day.  
to hear the sounds 
and watch birds flit and fly –– 
no aimless task at hand,  
their messages in codes 
beyond my own comprehension. 
at home, the children, too,  
change overnight, shoot up and out, 
chirp in language strange,  
only blossoming a trifle slower 
than my island woods.  
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party decorations 
who spilled these colors here, 
startling the limbs 
that held deep hues 
of green so long? 
yellow and orange splashes, 
ochre edges, red giggles 
follow, and where dark secrets 
slept, an inner light, 
a glow invades each nook 
and cranny 
waking all this forest 
for one last fling.  
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choice 
 
i prefer the summer woods 
dark and moist, 
filled only with the 
natural sounds of birds 
and animals. 
invaded by 
speckled sunlight, 
secretive and slowly giving 
like a woman 
without love for a long time, 
shy about revealing 
all of her special qualities. 
i prefer having time 
to slowly explore 
each nuance and change 
as seasons flow. 
feeling the life energy 
swell and pulse 
before summer passes. 
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black angels 
black wings, 
shiny black feathered wonders, 
strong and fragile 
all at once. 
 
of course there are 
black winged angels –– 
iridescent purples, 
greens, blues, and turquoise 
in the sun. 
i see them dip and fly, 
draft and dive –– 
grackle, crow and cormorant, 
black duck, dark winged gulls, 
and shiny ibis 
creatures far beyond 
our earthly vision 
transparent in our atmosphere  
their wing shaped shadows 
dance across our eyes, 
imitating bird patterns 
in the sky.              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

in the old fort 
(fort delaware) 
 
some say there is a soft 
and ghostly step heard here 
within this empty fort. 
long since the birds 
have taken ownership, 
owls, pigeons, swallows  
do not care about 
crumbling mortar, falling bricks, 
it is the human visitors 
that stir their solitude. 
but, is that the scratching 
of a pen? a faintly haunting 
banjo strum?   softly, softly. 
and voices, indistinct. 
footsteps overhead 
and sometimes   muffle thumpings. 
one hears many sounds 
when posted alone to duties 
full with time and silences. 
how gently thoughts filter 
and minds reach, opening 
beyond the chattering pipe 
of birds, and sweep of wind, 
when listening becomes 
a polished art. 
some say there is a soft 
And ghostly step heard here. 
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Jeffrey Little 
 
The Secret Life of Nouns 
(Self Portrait in Powder Blue Pants) 
	
The error?  In thinking too roundly.  Thinking in light bulbs as opposed 
to a cave painting or the broken shell of a once-was egg.  In my dream 
I am not dressed in the heretofore agreed upon pair of powder blue  
pants.  This confuses me, so much so that I stutter on out of bed, grab  
 
a cab down to market, and gaze upon the zeppelins of smoked meats 
fanned out like the flagships of Albion in a dazzling antiseptic display.  
The doors that, in daylight, open automatically, do not do so at night. 
Hundreds of unseen hands feverishly working the moist clay into pinch  
 
pots while an empty kayak floats beyond the surface of the lake.  It’s 
exactly as it seems.  What you’d read about in the back of an old comic 
book pieced together with catgut and staples and rinds, undeliverable, 
motes of an equation that will never be found.  The secret life of nouns. 
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The Return of the Secret Life of Nouns 
(Still Life with Missing Banana) 
	
I puddled myself across the floor.  I was like a foul pole, or the second 
coming of the curtsy.  Beneath the hearth rug I spotted a cow catcher,  
ten million slaves, a metal lunch box and one brown bottle of Paregoric   
Tincture Number 20.  This is a planet awash in nouns.  Napalm summer 
 
saxophone tourniquet bog and Robert Johnson’s bad left eye.  Stalked                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
by a Panamanian fungus the Gros Michel had nowhere to hide.  A road 
but runs.  Till it don’t.  Mother me on up to the shelf on Gold Mountain  
and sing like the caucus of a misfired brain.  I’m sitting in a plastic chair  
 
holding a comic book and a pearl stick pin but what I could really use  
is an alias and a map in a clay pot to guide me to the city folded inside 
the town.  We dredged the lake in search of a quotient and the curve.   
The Great Fear had returned, and with it, the naming, dead letter gone. 
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The Bride of the Secret Life of Nouns 
(Landscape in Echo and Omission, with Clay Pigeon) 
	
Garlands of the lost nouns off in thicket, draped over the branches of the elms. 
I approach from the north clutching a page torn from a comic book with a pair 
of dictionaries strapped like sandals to my feet.  There are exactly twelve ways  
left for me to speak and I have forgotten all but three.  The math is a struggle. 
 
No one was looking so we sat and looked at ourselves not looking as a wedge 
of echo calved itself from the hills.  According to the witch doctor a clay pigeon  
calls a creek bed Time, but none of us here wear pants.  On the first trip I ever 
took to the mill I counted everything I could name, crosshatched in red ledger.   
 
Now I walk in the round, I hold round objects and I carry them over to a cave 
where I push the perfect round boulder back in place.  Notes from the Hidden 
Storehouse.  When I was married I did my best to think it all through, I allowed 
myself to believe in the leaves and the mink cup and in the secret life of nouns. 
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The Son of The Secret Life of Nouns 
(Imaginary Interior, Misremembered) 
	
Walls.  Objects litter the walls.  A kayak and an egg cup.  An assortment  
of skulls fired in a raku kiln.  A wooden door found but to stare through. 
A massing.  Walls inside of walls.  We had shed too much to understand. 
Clouds of fur spun down from some unknown above as I hauled the husk 
 
of a comic book through a deserted supermarket in a quest for the last  
language with a top that locked.  Outside, the roads they just up and quit.   
We were mountain people now.  A clutch of feet without one good leg  
to speak well of.  I was home.  There was a ceramic bowl of panic grass 
 
cemented to a target painted on the floor and an orange log simmering 
on the stove.  Stories are spoken, of a manual, with its system of parsing 
the objects that remain, a palimpsest of relics with a dodgy provenance,  
but the punctuation escapes me, so I sit here and I sound out the walls. 
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The Journey to the Center of The Secret Life of Nouns 
(Abstraction in Red Echo, with Runaway Truck Ramp)  
	
In a closed grid as in a curtain of clay, often, if, of, typeface and talking walls,  
the box car dissolved.  In the center of the skeletal echo is the sign, the sigil,  
the long bald hunger of a servo howling for its historical return.  The Secret  
Life of Nouns.  I eats what I want, and when, bilious, under heavy reductive.  
 
There ain’t no back to go back to anymore.  What they do.  Scratch redound, 
a reverb in red and a running of relics, shock, shuck, emptier pounds beyond 
ends approaching a roll of the ink and the all that’s left us, an ink of uncertain  
sounds.  If no one was looking, well, no one was looking, the shoeless ghosts  
 
of the obsolescence, just floating there, beneath the ash can ghosts of trees, 
the powder blue skyline and the banana boats and the tenuous door of what  
went where, which numbers, which Storehouse, which rune-set and sedition, 
I’m lost, a pidgin of translated bone, and no place names, grown to re-arising. 
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Douglas Morea
TO THE UNFORGIVING MINUTE 

There’s one born every minute. 
Didn’t P.T. Barnum say that? 
God must love them, He made so many of them. 
Mark Twain did say that. 
And that there’s true for all your other snowflakes too. 
Which is why I’m crystallizing that and 
pointing that out 
for you. 

Some somebody 
who must’ve been a real somebody once 
pointed out in all creation no two snowflakes ever 
are alike; but even if 
true, 
I’m pointing out don’t let a hothouse of precious snowflakes 
chalk up a whiteout score and 
snow you. 

Heraclitus once said: 
You can’t drown in the same river twice. 
Or something like that, and I’m thinking just exactly how 
nice? 
If some special hotshot got away with heave-ho, 
put some nobody like little old you or me on black ice, 
would you go with snow 
angels in that 
flow? 

I ask because 
I’ve got this here middle finger on my right fist, 
and God Himself made it, personally, 
just for 
me. 
It’s a one exact only ever in the whole wide universe, 
which makes me special too, see? 
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So what?  I’m indicting down 
on the Soccer crown, 
NFL score bores, and genius film stars of tinsel town who 
freebee rape and murder wives and girl friends. 
Did you ever see a lassie go 
where that song 
ends? 

How wrong a world that bends such trash 
to hero or a saint. 
Don’t your fingers all just clench into a knot to see what all 
such trash make out to be 
but ain’t? 

Say no 
to forgiving so. 
Say give for them the finger and let linger. 
Don’t fret if one irreplaceable genius swings from a rope. 
Another’s just hanging on that ever-lovin’ 
laundry line waiting 
on paydirt 
hope. 

Let ‘em swing by their fat 
horizon’s feasting’s just desserts, 
quaver their minute’s worth of stained collar dead-wringer 
song for a stuck-up singer.  Every minute counts 
on your finger. 

When my white cloud swings low, 
and my right fist’s angel flies off high to middle finger 
Heaven in the sky, 
just remember I said So 
What 
to Uniqueness, and good riddance, good-bye; ‘cause a new 
minute’s born every minute. 
That’s why. 
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They’ve been here so long we don’t notice them, and take them for granted 

The Hypostasis of the Archons in the 20th Century 
Steven Leech

On September 30, 1930, Jobe had his baby. It began with a case of what looked 
like appendicitis and ended at the Christian Charity Hospital. Jobe had just 
turned thirteen and had become sexually curious when the boys from the corner 
took a liking to him, jumped the little guy and forced him to his knees to make 
him suck their cocks and eat their wads. It went on from late winter to Labor 
Day. 

Jobe’s family, living in poverty on Palmer’s Row got alms so that made 
him feel humble and religious when forced to his knees. With each wad he 
prayed to Jesus, and when none of his prayers were answered, he prayed to 
Belinda, the brown eyed girl up the street just a year or two older than him. 

Wad after wad for those months bore its fruit. Then it got cut out of him. 
First the appendix then tucked away in a congenital cul-de-sac in his large 
intestine was a hairball with tiny little fingers and ear with almost a semblance of 
a face, a single eye under a crop of hair. 

Christian Charity gave it a funeral in their Garden of Innocents with a 
simple brass plaque glued onto stone. “Harry,” it read with one single date: 
September 30, 1930.  

People whispered all around. Jobe could hear even though people thought 
he was a simpleton. Stunned but not stupid, Jobe was broken of spirit and 
dumbfounded and still had ears that heard the speech that was rarely spoken. 
He’ll never get a good job in this town. Too many know, but his presence would 
reassure those who depend on what is familiar. As long as he’s a fixture people 
would feel secure in their surroundings. Jobe would be familiar peddling 
newspapers. It was nearly his only source of income. 

Belinda had become a nurse overseas during the war. Jobe knew not 
where. The news of her deployment was barely there in the newspaper. He 
prayed to her the last time he prayed. After that she disappeared entirely. Then 
Jobe began to vibrate inside, crawling up his spine, lighting him up and speaking 
echoes of what he heard around him. 

In the train station, where he’d hang out after he’d sold his allotment of 
newspapers, he’d hear the fragments of speech around him, hollow in the steady 
echo reverberation of the station’s large hard indoor space: 
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“Japs gonna bomb California got super weapons the Nazis give ‘em . . . “ 
“Mommy I want rock candy.” 
“No Malcolm, it’s too sticky.” 
In Walt’s, a coffee and lunch enclave uptown and a regular gathering 

place, the conversation ran from a mixture of gossip and the affairs of the world’s 
problems. 

“Jobe said to me,” said Vernon, a well dressed man about town, “ ‘We are 
all electrical beings generated through the incarnate and exiled here.’ “ 

Most laughed heartily and some chuckled in the urban comfort tucked 
away just off the busy street gray from the tall buildings surrounding outside. 
There was Ethel, renegade from wealth, Warrington Dawson the poseur, Charles 
the assistant city editor of the newspaper that Jobe hawked, his sweetheart and 
artist Natalie, and Tommy the poet and most bohemian of the bunch, and 
slightly tentative on account of his youth. 

“Sounds like he’d been reading too much of that anthroposophy tripe,” 
Dawson remarked making way by removing the pipe from between his teeth in a 
quick click and a thin cloud of smoke seeping down to perfume his smart tweed 
sports jacket with wisdom and Balkan Sobranie. 

Vernon was the closet Trotskyite of the group, and he wasn’t sure whether 
Stalin had betrayed Lenin or Trotsky. Who do you root for on such a crucial 
date? He still believed there might still be the wave of revolution in the air. He 
had splashed on a slap of Old Spice after shaving that morning to both mask his 
secret political musings as well as to hope Ethel would like his taste in scent. She 
harbored her own secrets under not dressing the part.  

When war came only Vernon was drafted. The WPA, which allowed him 
to make acquaintance with the arty crowd cresting on the cultural swell of young 
artists and writers that had swirled around the Federal Artists’ and Writers’ 
projects, was fading. Tommy the poet, exiled to the WPA woodshed to learn 
carpentry because he was queer, avoided the draft for the same reason. Dawson 
procured a hardship deferment and continued to smoke his fragrant pipe. Ethel 
married unexpectedly into fame and misfortune, and Charles procured a safe 
position in New York City, somewhat war related. Natalie remained in the city 
and sharpened her artistic talents, never to be seen again. Her parents also had 
money. 

Jobe continued to sell newspapers on the street. History passed under his 
fingertips in newsprint. It was Dawson who impressed him the most, because of 
his nice threads cut so European and his pipe. Dawson was the new man about 
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town after Vernon was drafted. Mostly, though, it was because Jobe saw him all 
the time, and on most days Dawson bought a paper from him. During the war, 
from their group, Dawson and Tommy were the only ones who saw one another. 
Dawson stood out, and Tommy was kept at a distance because he was obviously 
queer. 

Jobe read the paper, twice a day, both editions. No one ever saw him do it. 
He read while sitting on the toilet in the public rest room at the train station. 
Glory followed dire circumstance. A different one each day, with new names: 
Guadalcanal, El Alamein, Nazi, Jap. He never said very much. No one asked and 
Jobe feared his own speech. The war looked like one big construction project in 
reverse to him. Lots of men engaged far away in a big project except for all the 
names of the dead, the gold stars appearing in the neighborhood, the signs in the 
store windows declaring “closed for the duration,” the war bonds, the uniforms. 

Jobe wore what he could find from Goodwill, the Salvation Army, and the 
Sunday Breakfast Mission his home. In the train station when he saw Tommy he 
knew it was easier for him. He was always able to find someone in the toilet 
stalls. Jobe still glowed. His solitude made its being known. Time made him 
become that being. 

No. No one would want to know what he had to say. Not in the face of 
bullies and fools who avoided the war, four effers, and geezers, swishy queens 
and Warrington Dawson. 

In the winter Jobe saw bare branches and stone masonry. The chill in the 
air would be comforted by names as permanent as those irregular stones 
cemented tightly together; names of long dead immortals that built the city and 
gave it their soul. Their reminders left on brass plaques and street signs, there 
always, year after year, ageless as Jobe watched the years pass. Everything 
became conscious in Jobe’s musings while carrying the news, that daily history 
and those prompts for stories from those who would come home. And he could 
see in the paper the men who wore suits, did not have uniforms and weapons 
but who were running the show. Jobe would wonder who they were and where 
they came from. 

One day when Natalie came through the station from the New York train 
in her fur muffler and a netted felt hat with feather, both were glad they ran into 
one another, though he would never see her again. They talked long enough to 
sit down. She told him about Charles in New York. She would never believe that 
Jobe could detect her rueful tone when she spoke of him, but presented a glowed 
report of his success there. 
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Have you heard news of Vernon? Sad Ethel had to go off and marry an 
out-of-town man. You ever run into Dawson or Tommy? 

“Yeah,” Jobe replied through his nose about the two and refused to go on. 
Actually he couldn’t. Nothing to report. 

In the sticky jungle of New Guinea, war booming nearby, the stench of rot 
and death all around, Vernon smoked his Camel and thought forlornly about 
Ethel getting fucked by that lily white, rich interloper while he looked at that Jap 
propaganda dropped from the sky. His only choice, it said to demoralize him, is 
one of those black native maidens here in the jungle. Jodie, with thin pencil 
moustache and slick shiny hair, was the man back home plying his future wife 
with giggles and a big stiff one. Then he switched his thoughts to divert his dark 
mood. Stalin was left standing against a forced march of capitalism that was 
exerting itself to control a world on fire. Then his mood darkened again when he 
remembered that Stalin had Trotsky killed. No one understood as Vernon had, 
and he felt helpless in that far away stinking jungle, a soldier against a cause 
instead of a soldier for a cause. Jody was not only fucking the lonely ladies back 
home. He was plotting to pick up the pieces. 

People continued to talk under the echo in the train station: 
“Nazis got super weapons . . .” 
“. . . Roosevelt’ll save us . . .” 
The same train station from which Vernon disembarked was into a 

familiar world after three years in the war, but while he was still in the 
Philippines he learned that his father had died. Because his father had been the 
only resident in the house he occupied, it had to be sold to settle his estate. 
Vernon had no one and no home, but in a whirlwind he ran into Natalie. Charles 
had left her. First they met at art school at the museum, where he was able to 
attend on the G.I. Bill. Together they remembered those encounters at Walt’s and 
those at the Greenwood Bookstore and even at the Beehive where Vernon came 
for Camels and she for Viceroys and mints. She had a spare room at first. 
Romance followed then they got married just like from the endings of those Fred 
and Ginger movies from before the war. Vernon got a hasty job over a 
draftsman’s table and setting type for publications. Natalie bore two boomers in 
rapid succession, a boy and a girl. There was no more writing from his pen. 

“How would you like to live in Philadelphia?” Vernon once asked hoping 
for greener pastures. It was impossible. There was not enough money to move. 

“Paper, paper!” Jobe cried forlornly outside, snowflakes falling. Truman 
was giving ‘em hell under the glitter of marquees up and down the busy bleak 
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street. Bogart, Bacall, Bergman danced with the letter ‘B’ in Jobe’s mind. The 
news was weighing in his arm. ‘B’. Berlin. It was a hole like a drain Jobe thought. 

Vernon and Natalie were now living nearby in the suburbs. Jobe was 
always running into Tommy downtown. He was the only one who seemed to 
understand Jobe, or at least accept him with some consideration and without 
judgment. Both had a reputation but as the years passed no one seem to 
remember why. But both could talk to each other freely. Both had an open secret 
between them. 

It was in the Grand, a B movie theatre, that Jobe was allowed to sit 
between editions to find relief from extreme heat or cold weather. He got a 
meager meal there, cold popcorn and Crackerjacks. He’d catch the light beaming 
out from the movie screen to a point behind him. He dared not look back. He 
could see the dark ones, the ones who cast no light in a place that made him 
shudder. He would find himself heating up inside at the random thoughts about 
Belinda, and the cheer in goodness and the light cast from the screen that spread 
itself all around him. It was a dry heat that produced no sweat, electric not 
thermal.  

There had always been two kinds of women in Vernon’s life: The saint 
and the whore. Ethel was a saint regardless of whether she came from a rich 
family. She had the classic attributes, classic body, nice skin, perfumed hair, and 
a vessel to be never touched except for a kiss perhaps.  

If it weren’t for the fact that she could paint, Natalie would be the whore. 
What does it matter in this new life with kids, a job, and Natalie that Trotsky no 
longer speaks to us. This is what’s left, out on the edge of the city in a second 
hand suburb at the end of the trolley line, with Natalie who he can fuck on the 
weekends and imagine Ethel doing nothing in a big mansion. 

Desolate and crushed, the left depopulated, and the right spending time 
and money on a new generation who will forget Trotsky, Sverdlov, and Leviné. 
And who’s left? Wilhelm Reich? Bertolt Brecht? That’s what it boiled down to. A 
lot of blood spilt. Never seen a war like this. Ends with a clash of ideas. Volumes 
of polemic, theories on history caught up in a buzz saw. No one talks anymore. 
Never know who’s listening on the party line. It’s either peace, prosperity and 
conformism or an impoverished struggle grasping for a disappearing dream in a 
crumbling economy created in an effort to enrich those who pull the strings in 
the shadows. 
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There were good men accused for doing the right thing. Wonder how it’s 
all gonna turn out? Will there ever be a world without fascists, con men and 
legalized crime? 

Jobe felt the same way about Belinda as had Vernon about Ethel. The war 
did that. Changed every thing into the same wrong thing. For Jobe Belinda was 
far away, inaccessible in the unknown. Call it repressed prayer that made Jobe 
stay low to the ground, a creature of unknown origin who gave birth and spoke 
no sense, even though he glowed. He could see the blue all around him, kept it 
hid under heavy coats all the time. 

In the Grand between editions the actors with the most light always won 
out. Even in the light Jobe had to keep his life a mystery but it made no 
difference anyhow. No one noticed. Jobe got by on selling newspapers. His pant 
cuffs secured with rubber bands to keep the blue light in, a halo forming around 
his head. No one saw that either. 

They got all the numbers, Vernon thought. Sentiments were turning 
scientific. Physicists and economists used the same mathematics he realized. Jobe 
thought of it in terms of code. Puttin’ one over on all of us, was the way he put it. 

Vernon got a company car to do errands. The A&P store was still down at 
the corner, but better prices and more variety were to be found at the ACME. The 
car came in handy, thought Vernon forgetting those smoked filled mornings over 
coffee at Walt’s. 

Jobe always felt it was a good thing to sell papers outside of Walt’s, which 
survived the war though its customers had thinned out and never returned to 
the vibrant place it had been back in the day. It was especially good when one 
day in 1949, Jobe sold a paper to Warrington Dawson who was about to visit 
Walt’s. It was almost like the old days. Dawson paused a moment to consider 
then offered to buy Jobe a cup of coffee and invited him in.  

“Well, Uncle Joe has prevailed,” announced Dawson, tapping down the 
tobacco in his pipe before lighting it. “Hasn’t he Jobe?” 

To hear his own name spoken made Jobe shutter. 
“The great ideological battle of this 20th century has drawn a line right 

through Berlin and Korea. What else could go wrong?” Dawson almost 
bellowed. 

Jobe wrapped his hand around the sturdy cup of coffee, liked its vapors 
filling his nose. 

“History has a funny way about it,” Dawson continued. 
Who’s laughing, thought Jobe. 
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“Bunny Wilson left the question on our door step a few years back. Will 
the proletariat ever realize their world?” 

Jobe thought about the world around him. He realized it pretty well, he 
thought. 

“If Lenin could’ve survived to see it. Just as Marx and he expected. The 
near collapse in 1929 of capitalism, down but not out.” 

Jobe thought of snickering at Dawson wearing boxing gloves. 
Dawson paused to light his pipe. 
“Can’t get away from it,” Dawson continued almost as if musing to 

himself while extracting his pipe and in a veil of smoke in his best 
straightforward wisdom pose, “Either you get involved in politics, or politics 
gets involved with you.” 

Jobe brought the stack of papers on his knee a little bit closer in order to 
stabilize them. He was in for it now. The coffee was a nice turn though. 

“Look how history turned out,” said Dawson in a gentlemanly groan, 
almost as if exasperated, “Molotov and von Ribbentrop shake hands in 1939 and 
bang, we’ve got a war. Politics just got involved with you.” 

Dawson’s friends were pedestrian: a house painter, a piano tuner, the ice 
man, and that little dry goods man under the great weight of alimony payments. 
He had many books in his old cramped apartment, none of which he had read all 
the way through, but from each he has extracted his own conclusions. 

“And we still got war, if you look closely enough, John Birch its first 
casualty. Others are following.” 

Who was that guy who got beat up in Peekskill New York that Jobe read 
about recently in the newspaper’s back pages for getting involved in politics? He 
remembered the name Paul Robeson, but he would not utter his name. 

“And Chambers,” Dawson went on, “Whittaker Chambers. Ever hear of 
him?” 

Jobe thought of Roosevelt in his wheelchair. If only he could have 
experienced the post war peace here in this city that was saved for all its famous, 
familiar, comforting names, those who had left their marks, made their 
contributions in order to guide our speech so we could know the direction in 
which to walk and to find a place to sit. Jobe was sitting here with Warrington 
Dawson, in a place with a name. 

“Thank you Ma’am,” the clerk said in duet with the sound of the cash 
register near by. She led a boy with a bright red, small brimmed cap. She smelled 
like candy. 
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“Trotsky got on that bandwagon,” Dawson was still talking. “Same for 
Lenin. And Bunny Wilson, throw him in there too. Trotsky has not much more to 
say. Doesn’t matter if he’s gone. There’s these other guys survived the war. 
Vogelin, von Mises, and even Ayn Rand for the literary minded. The central 
question is . . . “ 

“How long has this been going on” squeaked Jobe. He nearly giggled. 
Dawson stopped on a dime. Astonished. 
Jobe remembered those days. Vernon and Natalie. Charles. Ethel. Dawson 

and Tommy among the clank of coffee cups and Zippos, railing against lay-offs 
and poisonings. Names like Bertolt Brecht and George Grosz and Otto Dix flew 
through the air then. John Steinbeck and Orson Welles were the cat’s meow. 
Dawson did not mention any of them this time.  

“Nope,” muttered Dawson having no more to say. Saying anything to 
Jobe was a waste of time, but he went on anyway. 

“There’s this couple out in Kiamensi Gardens. Push peace, world peace, 
the United Nations, integration. We’ll have boogies in our backyards before 
long,” Dawson beginning his farewell ritual. 

Jobe thought about the Clay people, most recently from Sunday 
afternoons at the Grand. Buster Crabbe Flash Gordon. The Clay people lived 
underground. Invisible because they’d become clay and became part of the walls, 
with eyes. That see. All see and move through the rock and clay to stay invisible 
and each being a part of the others’ lives, each seeing what the others saw, 
unassuming but crafty when they walked out of the walls to become visible. 
They looked like Jobe, who no one sees until he shouts, “paper, paper!” 

“At least I don’t have to duck Commie agents,” Dawson declared with 
loud, stilled report while examining his slightly crumpled fedora. “Got nuthin’ 
on me, but I see ‘em lurking. Wherever there are secret conspiracies, or factories, 
you’ll find ‘em.” 

If it weren’t for the Clay people, Jobe wouldn’t feel safe. 
“Yeah,” continued Dawson, standing and buttoning up his coat, “they’re 

gonna come down, like they did back in 1886.” 
Then leaning forward so he could say in almost a whisper to Jobe, 

“They’re gonna come down, pick out the ones they like best, bust out their teeth 
and turn ‘em into cock suckers. You’d know something about that, eh, Jobe?” 

Jobe was out in the street nearly all day long, being familiar only but 
rarely heard except when he cried, “paper, paper.” Then in the evening he’d be 
safe within the walls of the cave. No one sees him there, but he knows who they 
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are and who revealed themselves and endeared us with their names. Where we 
are is who we are. 

“Give my regards to Dale and Dr. Zarkov,” Dawson picked up the check, 
left no tip. 

“ . . . and to the Archons,” added Jobe. 



Barbarians at the Gate Franetta McMillian       
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Franetta McMillian 
America 2017 

after Allen Ginsburg 
"America I've given you all and now I'm nothing." 

--Allen Ginsburg, America 

America, I've been trying to reach you, 
but you won't return my calls. 
Your windows are shuttered. 
Folks say you haven't looked at 
your mail in months. 
Have you run away from home? 
Come on now, America, what is this? 
Midlife crisis? Terrible twos? 
Since when did you start chewing 
off your toes to spite your face? 
Why does one hand 
scream curses at the other? 
America, did you really think 
you could sail a yacht through 
an ocean of blood? 
Did you think you could 
bomb your way to victory 
or bribe the truth into silence? 
America, how can you have 
eyes everywhere and see almost nothing? 
How can you be packing like Rambo 
and yet be so afraid? 
How can you boast the wealth of kings 
and sentence children to starve? 
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Tell me. 
Was it something I said? 
America, is this revenge? 
For too many mountains beheaded 
too many rivers defiled 
too many lies told 
and quickly forgotten 
too many bones 
hidden under the rug? 
I can't help it. 
Hope keeps blooming 
in me like a cancer. 
America, I can't quit you 
no matter how hard I try. 
Give me your hand. 
Give me this dance. 
Give me the nickel under your foot. 
Give me a sign. 
Give me -- something. 
Don't let us end like this. 
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INAUGURATION DAY 
On the first day of the Apocalypse 
you stock up on swimsuits 
because Florida will always be there. 
Never mind that the earth has already 
swallowed three cars this week 
and the Great Barrier Reef is dead. 

Sixteen flat screens blare 
Hail To The Chief 
and even your cart stands at attention. 
It's hard to ignore a train wreck 
even when you promised yourself 
you wouldn't look. 

Did you ever think the Prince of Darkness 
would hire such a buffoon? 
Or the End of Days would 
play like an anemic Blue Light Special? 
Valentine's Day just went clearance 
with Easter nipping at its heels. 
Will there ever be an American Spring? 

You think you're hip 
with your shiny new phone 
live tweeting your friends 
while scanning for bargains. 
But your five year old is way more savvy than you 
and already knows the score. 
"Mama," he asks, pointing, "who is that man? 
Why won't he stop yelling?"	
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The Museum of the People's Victory -- Spring 2050 

My gardener was a top general in the resistance. 
Who knew? To me he was simply 
the pleasant brown man 
who loved horses and dreamed of racing. 
Never once did I suspect he had 
insurrection on his mind. 
Never once did I dream revolution would come. 
It still feels like a bad joke. 

"Shut up," the general says. "Consider yourself lucky." 
He was merciful. 
He didn't have to spare my life. 
"I wish you could have seen 
the victory celebrations," he gloats. 
"Mass hangings, 
dancing in the streets... 
It was better than cocaine." 

He let me keep one private jet. 
That cursed plane is my prison and every day 
hundreds of people file through it, 
to gawk at the "beached palace of a fallen god." 
The bubbly blond guide cheerfully recites the amenities 
like a real estate agent from hell: 
three bedrooms, two bathrooms, 
three fully stocked bars, 
the walls polished teak, the fixtures pure gold.  
The adults sneer. The children only yawn. 

Back when the museum first opened 
and only a rope line separated us 
people used to throw things. 
My wife Camille, feisty woman that she was, 
would fire right back. 
Rocks clashed with 
custom monogrammed china. 
Bloodied faces all around. 
Finally, for everyone's protection, 
the general installed bullet-proof glass. 
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In the early days we held our heads high. 
Just because you're a monkey in a gilded cage 
doesn't mean you have to act like one. 
Besides, Camille figured, how long could this nonsense last? 
Living well is always the best revenge. 

Until: it isn't. 
Camille slit her wrists five years ago. 
The general was kind enough 
to bury her body 
but left her blood in the sink to rot. 

5-3-15 
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Phillip Bannowsky
Chulla Quiteño (from Jacobo the Turko)

Dear P 
What a melding of rivers in space time is Chulla Quiteño? Where to start? 

Chronologically, geographically, conceptually, linguistically? Then radiate out, 
in, up, down, back, forth, then, now, truth, and deception, divided and blended? 

Chulla Quiteño is a character in Ecuadorian folk tradition, a man-about-
town (but that’s an American phrase), a bourgeois bon-vivant (but that’s a French 
term), a citizen of Quito with limited material resources, even though he wears a 
pair of late-nineteenth century style striped trousers, vest, white shirt and tie, a 
short jacket and small hat, sometimes a fedora or trilby. He sports a narrow 
bushy moustache in the style of former Ecuadorian president Sixto Durán Ballén. 
A cartoon of this character is a ubiquitous Quito mascot. He is good-humored, 
though not terribly honest. His designation chulla derives from the Quechua 
word shuclla for “alone” or “odd,” but it can even mean odd as in the sole 
remaining article of a former pair, either of sox or of persons. Accordingly, he is a 
bachelor, not terribly eligible, but free to enjoy the modern urban landscape as it 
emerged in the late nineteenth century. 

The “odd” side of chulla, I have read, can also refer pejoratively to the odd 
jacket that the peasantry, always more or less indigenous, would wear when they 
showed up in the city. Jorge Icasa claims chulla suggests a poseur. Somehow this 
outsider gained status as an urban anti-hero. You told me that his caricature once 
showed up in an assignment turned in by one of your students. It was his image 
of Jay Gatsby, an arriviste, if there ever was one. Now he is celebrated in the 
official song of the City “Chulla Quiteño,” which, whenever its first strains were 
struck, would launch your students into ecstatic dance and song. 

The words are ascribed to Luis Alberto “el Potolo” Valencia and Music to 
Julio Alfredo Carpio Flores, a dentist from Patate, a town settled flatly in a 
mountain basin in Tungurahua province, not far from Baños. Carpio Flores 
claims to have authored the music in 1946. He claims to have authored the 
words, as well, which were recorded by RCA Victor in 1947 with “el Potolo,” the 
putative librettist, and his brother performing. 

Curiously, the first strains of this song sound suspiciously like “Bei Mir 
Bist Du Shein,” the 1937 Andrews Sisters hit based on a Yiddish version 
originally composed by lyricist Jacob Jacobs and Sholom Secunda in 1932, 
according to Wikipedia. (Incidentally, Segunda family lore has it that they were 
expelled from Italy in the 16th Century and landed in the Ukraine, where they 
were looked down upon because of their dark skin, which—and this is 
disputed—is because they were Sephardic, not Ashkenazi, and certainly not 
Italian.) Wikipedia adds that Sammy Cahn heard the song sung in Yiddish by 
African American performers Johnnie and George at the Apollo Theater in 
Harlem, and rewrote it for the Andrews Sisters with English language lyrics, 
except for the refrain “Bei Mir Bist Du Shein,” which means “To me you are 
beautiful.” 

H 
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Dusty, Rusty, Cooter and Spot Round Up The Cows 
Beverly Andrus 

A late April blizzard was moving in - hard and fast.  About 80 head of 
cows, most largely pregnant, needed to be moved from the east graze, across the 
two lane highway, to the west, with shelter, calving sheds, barns and feed, before 
getting hunkered down in the willows at the east end of the pasture.  No one 
wanted a repeat like the loss of 6 calves that didn't make it when a bad blizzard 
came in a few years back. 

Cowboy Dusty geared up to head out with his cow dog Rusty.  Dusty 
knew he would need more help but all the cowboys and ranch hands were out 
on the range, dealing with the impending storm.  Dusty had to take his chances 
with a greenhorn.  Cooter was slight but wiry, said he was 19.  His dog Spot was 
still in training to herd cows, learning the commands while herding sheep and 
goats. 

They got started.  Dusty and Rusty worked together like a well-oiled 
machine, anticipating each other's actions as the herd moved slow and steady 
from the shelter of the willows to the gate at the highway. Cooter was riding 
drag, making sure no heavy cows lagged at the rear. Spot was excited and 
energetic, following Cooter's commands, moving the stragglers, but he kept 
running back to the willows. 

The wind was kicking up, starting to blow in the snow.  Dusty was getting 
impatient and riled up. He signaled Rusty to hold the herd at the gate, then rode 
back to see why Cooter and Spot could not keep up.  Spot kept running back to 
the willows.  He even barked. Dusty was fed up but he followed Spot back into 
the willows where a very pregnant cow stood stubborn, refusing to move.  

Dusty told Cooter to take Spot and hold the herd at the gate.  He whistled 
for Rusty to come and get the stubborn cow.  A lost cow and calf is lost money.  
Cooter and Spot held the herd at the gate until Dusty and Rusty got the last cow 
out of the willows and across the road with the herd. 

Spot had saved the day on his first time rounding up cows.  Spot was a 
good dog. 
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William F. Manchester 
Waiting for the Last Train 
The weatherworn station speaker, 
Its deck gray paint peeling up in never-ending psoriasis, 
Barks out its messages in garbled electronic blurbs: 

“Stage Three (something unintelligible) patients…No. 666…Platform 13” 

The doctor’s words still roil in his ears, 
An earache that won’t go away: 

“Inoperable cancer…maybe a year….” 

The 666 languorously snakes it way to the station, 
Its mournful whistle wailing then trailing away, 
Auguring approaching gloom, 
While storm clouds overhead paint the day, 
A dismal watermark without color. 

The man looks in its direction, 
Wondering when it will arrive 
And the final journey will begin… 
No time, no time left to do the things left undone, 
Words unsaid, all those wasted decades, 
Only time to ponder the end, 
With its tubes, syringes and narcotics, 
While the body slowly devolves into a hologram of pain and humiliation. 

He shivers as the first drops of gelid rain hit his face, 
Insolent spittle from the gods 
On poor man, 
Who never really had control of his fate, 
Not really. 
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Window Pains 
The snow falls furiously: 
Eucharistic hosts swept violently 
From the gilded paten by the 
Invisible hand of a god 
I’ve never seen or known. 

The wind rattles the screen 
In my bedroom window 
With a sense of urgency, 
Beseeching me plaintively: 
“Let me in! Let me in! 
I have something important 
To tell you!” 

But I cannot open the window, 
The snow, blown by the incessant wind, 
Cascades in white-capped waves, 
Threatening to breech the window-sill, 
And spill into my bedroom, 
Should I be foolish enough to accede to the 
Wind’s pleadings. 
Besides, 
I am ill, 
And cannot chance exposing myself 
To the hostile, frigid elements. 

And so it is that I lie in my bed, 
Unable to sleep, 
Listening to the tapping and ravings of 
An apparent madman, 
And not understanding a single word, 
Not unlike other efforts in the past 
To bring me to my senses 
And to make me entertain 
The other side of the story. 
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From the upcoming novel Adolescence In Rose, what begins as a simple bout of 
fencing transform into a repartee of cosmic harmonics. 

Hark How My Steel Rings Musical 
Arabella S. Bianco 

“Hark how my steel rings musical,
Mark how my point floats light as the foam, 

Ready to drive you back to the wall, 
And then, as I end the refrain, thrust home!” 

–– Cyrano de Bergerac 

Janey enthusiastically pounded the brass knocker on the huge, elaborately 
carved oak front door of Yvonne’s parents’ somber Tudor Revival mansion, as 
her mom pulled away in her retro-pink-and-black Cadillac. The solitary, quiet 
house was high in the hills on the far west side of town, at the end of a long, 
steeply winding drive deeply shaded by huge trees. The door opened to reveal 
Yvonne and Rhonda, smiling merrily and already dressed in their fencing outfits. 

“Come in, darlings, come in!” they chorused, and ushered Janey and Alice 
into the sculpted immensity of the foyer – a vast and shadowy hall filled with 
paintings, antique furniture, and statues. “This is wonderful!” exclaimed Alice, 
“It’s just like a museum!” “It’s a masterful restoration,” added Janey, “I’ve read 
about this mansion – how it was built by one of the first Pennsylvania coal 
barons – who later committed suicide in it – was abandoned by his family, and 
eventually fell almost into ruins. It supposedly is haunted.” “That was one of its 
selling points,” replied Yvonne matter-of-factly, “but I haven’t come across any 
ghosts yet.” “Does she want to live with ghosts?” Janey thought to herself, “Oh 
well, she is Goth.” Changing the subject, she continued, “Your parents must have 
spent a fortune restoring it.” “They … did,” replied Yvonne – a little hesitantly, 
Alice thought  –  “Let me show it to you!” She gave them an impressive tour of 
its thirty rooms of dark elegance. Even the shadows seemed artistically arranged. 
Afterwards, the girls relaxed in the main parlor for iced tea and French apple pie. 

After the delicious snack, Yvonne and Rhonda rose. “Did you bring your 
equipment?” Yvonne asked. Janey held up their gym bags with her usual 
mischievous grin: “Sure did!” Then she and Alice followed Yvonne and Rhonda 
down a well-lit stairway from the kitchen to the comfortably finished basement. 
They proceeded along a mirrored corridor, past a billiards parlor, a pinball 
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arcade, and even a bowling alley, towards Yvonne’s parents’ personal fencing 
studio, which they had been given permission to use for the evening. 

As they went, Janey was observing the other couple, and thinking to 
herself: “They’re such total opposites, and dress like they’re going to a costume 
party, but they fit hand-in-glove. And scarcely a moment goes by when they 
aren’t touching – as if each of them is precisely everything the other lacks. What is 
it that each of them needs so much from the other? Compared with them, Alice 
and I are much more similar, yet more independent as well. Well, it is her eyes of 
celestial and incomparable blue, that gaze like floodlights into my heart, that I 
could never live without.” 

Alice herself was feeling quite strange. She was sure the floor had been 
hardwood – unusually sumptuous for a basement – but now it was … some kind 
of stone, and very damp and slippery in places. What she had thought were 
electric wall lamps were actually flickering torches – inadequate to dispel the 
gloom. She felt one of her feet slide suddenly and almost lost her balance. Janey 
saw her inexplicably stumble – Alice was anything but clumsy – and quickly 
reached out her arm to steady her. 

Janey had been more than a little concerned about her recently. Ever since 
Alice had told her what she saw in the library that night before their first ritual 
together, Janey had begun to notice signs that she was becoming psychic, and 
possibly developing other abilities as well. Janey knew that the copy of The 
Decameron that Alice had found on the library table was the same copy she had 
found lying around in her own parents’ house, but she could not for the life of 
her understand how it had gotten over to Alice’s father’s library – she certainly 
hadn’t taken it there – and the weirdest thing was that Janey’s parents had said it 
wasn’t even theirs, and then quickly seemed to forget about it. She hadn’t 
mentioned any of this to Alice, for fear it might alarm her – and because she had 
so far been unable to figure it out herself. 

By the time they reached the magnificent oak-lined and chandelier-lit 
studio – complete with bar and refrigerator – Alice seemed even more distant. 
“This is … a magnificent … castle,” she said oddly, and the other girls giggled. 
“Well, a woman’s home is her castle,” replied Yvonne glibly, but the remark 
seriously worried Janey. She and Alice then changed into their fencing outfits in 
front of an admiring Yvonne and Rhonda. “Look at those Phydian figures,” 
crooned Yvonne; “Yeah, and those scrumptious plum-pudding-filled panties,” 
chuckled Rhonda. “All right, hold the smart remarks,” retorted Janey 
appreciatively. Then Alice turned, and, with a peculiar look on her face, curtsied 
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to them – a strange thing to do since she had only her undies on. But what really 
disturbed Janey was that she made the movement as if she was actually wearing a 
long gown. No one else, however, seemed to notice.  “Since you are our guests 
tonight,” Yvonne announced with typical mock imperiousness, “You and Alice 
shall be the first to duel.” She and Rhonda secured the tips of their rapiers, made 
sure their face guards were secure, and sat down to root beer and cream soda at 
the bar to observe their style. 

Alice and Janey had taken two years of fencing lessons at school, and they 
were good at it. Their by-the-book duel, an exquisite draw without a single 
touché, was measured, conventional, and dignified – almost resembling a waltz. 
When it was complete, Yvonne and Rhonda cheered and applauded, the couples 
switched positions, and without any further ado, their hostesses were en garde. If 
they had had a lifetime in which to do so, Alice and Janey couldn’t have 
imagined what happened next. 

Yvonne and Rhonda emerged from the en garde position as if a shot that 
only they could hear had been fired. But unlike Alice and Janey’s leisurely and 
graceful encounter, they went at it like crazed savages. Jack Sparrow and Captain 
Barbossa would have bowed in awe before their acrobatic verve. With 
expressions of ecstasy on their faces, they broke every rule in the book – along 
with the law of gravity – and, moving almost faster than the eye could follow, 
seemed to fill the entire space of the studio with their flailing limbs and whirling 
bodies. The ceaseless, rapid-fire clashing of their rapiers showered the room with 
sparks, and sounded like the frenzied swordplay from some all-or-nothing battle 
for the fate of an ancient empire. Alice and Janey gasped as they witnessed the 
female Zorros’ incredible skill, and recognized their mad duel as an unrestrained 
dance of love.  

Then, also without a single touché, and as suddenly as it had begun, the 
duel was over – and Yvonne had won. She whisked Rhonda’s rapier out of her 
grasp and sent it clattering across the studio floor. Melodramatically, Rhonda fell 
to one knee – her arms open wide and a strange joy on her face – as Yvonne 
poised her harmlessly tipped weapon an inch from her breast. 

At this, a strangled cry escaped from Alice’s throat, and, as if she had been 
catapulted, she shot off her barstool and violently flung herself to both knees 
behind Yvonne – her arms raised and her hands clasped in desperate entreaty – 
and shrieked, in a voice that was not hers, “Oh, spare her life, in the name of 
heaven, Countess! If she has offended, it was without intent! The fault is mine – 
take my life, not hers!” For Alice was no longer in the studio, but in the ruins of a 
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stone tower lit only by pale moonlight. She was no longer seeing Rhonda’s 
beatific smile, but the tear-stained face of the young woman who had 
unknowingly transgressed, and who had been easily and shabbily led into this 
one-sided fight. Nor was she seeing Yvonne’s mild, sad features, but the 
hardened beauty of the cruel aristocrat who had slain so many in her duels of 
jealousy and revenge, and her death-dealing rapier – dreaded in every corner of 
Europe – ready and eager, at the slightest impetus, to be driven through her 
victim’s heart. “I shall take both your lives, meddling little imbeciles,” the 
Countess grimly replied, in a voice that in no way resembled Yvonne’s, “but I 
shall take hers first – so that you may watch.” 

This had gone beyond melodrama. It began to dawn on Janey that Alice 
must be experiencing the recurrence of some awful past-life event. Time slowed, 
and terrifying thoughts slashed at her mind: What in the name of Hel and Hecate 
had she done that night? Their ritual had opened Alice’s psyche to who knows 
what, and now the situation was out of control! What if she lost her sanity? Had 
she unwittingly destroyed the love of her life? And if she had, Janey knew that 
she could never forgive herself. 

Icy claws of panic dug into her, and she called out,  “Holy Goddess Diana, 
preserve my beloved! If I have done wrong, punish me, not her!” Then the studio 
vanished from her sight as well, and she found herself deep in a trackless forest – 
with the silver Full Moon high overhead – and the glowing, white Maiden 
Huntress standing not five yards away, drawing Her great bow and shooting an 
arrow directly at the center of her forehead. It was an arrow of light, and it 
pierced and momentarily opened Janey’s third eye. Then she saw – as well as 
knew – Diana’s answer. It was like scenes from a silent, multi-dimensional stage 
play – but if it had been a speech from that play, it would have gone something 
like: 

“Diana am I, Goddess of The Moon and of Magic, who protects all women 
– but especially those whom My Sister, Aphrodite, has taught to love each other
in Our names. Jane Gowdie Cooper, My companion, you have done no wrong. 
Alice Felicity Hawthorne, the worthy lady-love of all your lifetimes, will not 
come to harm. You asked for Our assistance in your ritual of Love and Magic – 
the two forces that hold all things in harmonious existence – and you shall have 
it. In due course, you will each be given the magical abilities that will help you to 
prevail against those who would harm you. She has been given the gift of seeing 
into other times – and other worlds. She is beginning to use this gift, and she will 
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learn to use it well. But now she is frightened. Go to her. The touch of your hand 
can alter a horrible past, and return her to your world – and to you. Act swiftly!” 

Then Janey was back in the studio, but Time was still stopped dead in its 
tracks. The other girls were utterly motionless, like a tragic sculpture group on 
the pediment of some long-forgotten Greek temple. On legs of bending rubber, 
but fortified by immense gratitude, Janey wobbled to Alice’s side, and placed her 
hand reassuringly on her shoulder. 

Alice felt a hand lovingly clasp her, and turned her head a little from the 
frightful spectacle before her – why was her neck so stiff, almost like it had 
turned to stone? She saw that it was Janey’s hand, but also the hand of an older 
woman – be-ringed with jewels like that of a queen – and she heard Janey speak, 
but somehow with her mother’s voice, but not the mother she knew ... she was 
confused … Janey heard herself speaking, but she wasn’t sure it was with her 
own voice, and she didn’t know what it meant, she only knew it was what she 
had to say … 

“Spare Lady Gwendolyn’s life, Countess Coffin! I, Queen Eleanor of Aquitaine, 
command you! And if you disobey me, I promise that your soul will swiftly follow hers, 
to stand beside it on the unerring scales of Ma’at – and I doubt not that yours will prove 
to be the heavier!” 

The point of Queen Eleanor’s own gleaming sword had come to rest 
firmly against the nape of the murderous Countess’ neck. Very slowly, very 
reluctantly, the Countess’ invincible killing machine withdrew – and Alice was 
back in the studio, with the present breaking like a wave over the vision. Yvonne 
was tossing her rapier uncaringly aside, and sweeping Rhonda up in her arms. 
“Perhaps you have won the duel, my Queen of Cups,” Rhonda was saying, “But 
I have forever won your heart!” and they kissed – a kiss Sappho herself would 
have envied – as another wave swept across the room: a magnificent wave of 
love. 

And then Alice – back on her feet and holding Janey’s hand – and Janey 
too, saw the strangest sight of all: bright, beautiful fringes of color enveloped the 
other girls – a gorgeous peach pink around Rhonda, and a deep, stately purple 
around Yvonne. As they kissed, the two fringes merged, and became one color – 
an exquisite violet red. “Do you see that, too, Janey? What is it?” Alice said in a 
childlike voice. “Yes, love of all my lives,” replied Janey, relaxing into a 
boundless sense of relief, “They are called auras. Those are the energies of their 
souls. Combining like this can mean only one thing: Yvonne and Rhonda must 
be soul-mates – joined lovingly in the same life for perhaps the first time.” 
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Yvonne and Rhonda then bowed to Alice and Janey – “Show-offs!” Janey 
found herself thinking crazily – and they thundered applause in their turn. The 
girls left the studio, and returned to the upstairs parlor for a ravenous replay of 
iced tea and French apple pie – and an entire rainbow of embraces and kisses as 
well.  
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A Poem Made from Shards 

In November there is time enough. 
Thanksgiving marks the red serpent 

in horizones of 
 tomorrows made like today. 
Hungers happy in chill air full sky 

sun and silver. 
Afternoons beseech for prayer 

the shore behind on heels 
while the sky moves away 
where the moon will set. 

I would dream when I cannot speak. 
I would pray to the forsaken. 

–– Steven Leech	
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